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A 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNACTED ACDENTU ACT, to do something [adj] 

UNADDED ADDDENU ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

UNADEPT ADENPTU ADEPT, highly skilled [adj] 

UNADULT ADLNTUU ADULT, fully developed individual [adj] 

UNAGILE AEGILNU AGILE, able to move quickly and easily [adj] 

UNAGING AGGINNU AGING, process of growing old [adj] 

UNAIDED ADDEINU AID, to help (to give assistance to) [adj] 

UNAIMED ADEIMNU AIM, to direct toward specified object or goal [adj] 

UNAIRED ADEINRU AIR, to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth) [adj] 

UNALIKE AEIKLNU ALIKE, having close resemblance [adj] 

UNAPTLY ALNPTUY APTLY, in apt manner [adv] 

UNARMED ADEMNRU UNARM, to disarm (to deprive of weapons) [v] 

UNASKED ADEKNSU ASK, to put question to [adj] 

UNAWAKE AAEKNUW AWAKE, to wake up [adj] 

UNAWARE AAENRUW AWARE, having perception or knowledge [adj] 

B 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNBAKED ABDEKNU BAKE, to prepare food in oven [adj] 

UNBALED ABDELNU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

UNBALES ABELNSU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

UNBASED ABDENSU BASE, to found (to establish) [adj] 

UNBATED ABDENTU unabated (to reduce in degree or intensity) [adj] 

UNBEARS ABENRSU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNBEING BEGINNU UNBE, to cease to have being [v] 

UNBELTS BELNSTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNBENDS BDENNSU UNBEND, to make or allow to become straight [v] 

UNBINDS BDINNSU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v] 

UNBLEST BELNSTU not blessed (to sanctify (to make holy (having divine nature or origin)) [adj] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBLOCK BCKLNOU to free from being blocked [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOLTS BLNOSTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] 

UNBONED BDENNOU BONE, to debone (to remove bones from) [adj] 

UNBOSOM BMNOOSU to reveal (to make known) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOUND BDNNOUU UNBIND, to free from bindings [v] 

UNBOWED BDENOUW BOW, to bend forward [adj] 

UNBOXED BDENOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBOXES BENOSUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBRACE ABCENRU to free from braces [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNBRAID ABDINRU to separate strands of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBRAKE ABEKNRU to release brake [v -D, -KING, -S] 

UNBROKE BEKNORU not broke (to reduce to fragments) [adj] 

UNBUILD BDILNUU to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -LT, -DING, -S] 

UNBULKY BKLNUUY BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

UNBURNT BNNRTUU not burnt (to destroy by fire) [adj] 

C 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNCAGED ACDEGNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCAGES ACEGNSU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 
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UNCAKED ACDEKNU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNCAKES ACEKNSU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNCANNY ACNNNUY strange and inexplicable [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

UNCARED ACDENRU not properly taken care of [adj] 

UNCASED ACDENSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNCASES ACENSSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNCEDED CDDEENU CEDE, to yield (to give up) [adj] 

UNCHAIN ACHINNU to free by removing chain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHAIR ACHINRU to remove from chairmanship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHARY ACHNRUY CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

UNCHOKE CEHKNOU to free from obstruction [v -D, -KING, -S] 

UNCIVIL CIILNUV CIVIL, pertaining to citizens (resident of city or town) [adj] 

UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLASP ACLNPSU to free from clasp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLEAN ACELNNU CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNCLEAR ACELNRU CLEAR, clean and pure [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNCLEFT CEFLNTU CLEFT, to insert scion into stock of plant [adj] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNCLOAK ACKLNOU to remove cloak from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLOGS CGLNOSU UNCLOG, to free from difficulty or obstruction [v] 

UNCLOSE CELNOSU to open (to cause to become open) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNCLOUD CDLNOUU to free from clouds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOCKS CCKNOSU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNCODED CDDENOU not coded (to convert into symbols) [adj] 

UNCOILS CILNOSU UNCOIL, to release from coiled position [v] 

UNCOMIC CCIMNOU COMIC, comedian (humorous entertainer) [adj] 

UNCORKS CKNORSU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

UNCOUTH CHNOTUU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

UNCOVER CENORUV to remove covering from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCRATE ACENRTU to remove from crate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNCRAZY ACNRUYZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

UNCROSS CNORSSU to change from crossed position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCROWN CNNORUW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCUFFS CFFNSUU UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNCURBS BCNRSUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

UNCURED CDENRUU CURE, to restore to health [adj] 

UNCURLS CLNRSUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

D 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNDATED ADDENTU DATE, to determine or record date of [adj] 

UNDOCKS CDKNOSU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNDOERS DENORSU UNDOER, one that undoes (to bring to ruin) [n] 

UNDOING DGINNOU cause of ruin [n -S] / UNDO, to bring to ruin [v] 

UNDRAPE ADENPRU to strip of drapery [v -D, -PING, -S] 

UNDRAWN ADNNRUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNDRAWS ADNRSUW UNDRAW, to draw open [v] 

UNDRESS DENRSSU to remove one's clothing [v -ED, -REST, -ING, -ES] 

UNDRIED DDEINRU not dried (to make dry) [adj] 
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UNDRUNK DKNNRUU not swallowed [adj] 

UNDYING DGINNUY not subject to death [adj] 

E 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNEAGER AEEGNRU EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

UNEARTH AEHNRTU to dig up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNEASES AEENSSU UNEASE, mental or physical discomfort [n] 

UNEATEN AEENNTU EAT, to consume food [adj] 

UNENDED DDEENNU END, to terminate [adj] 

UNEQUAL AELNQUU one that is not equal to another [n -S] 

F 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNFADED ADDEFNU FADE, to lose color or brightness [adj] 

UNFAITH AFHINTU lack of faith [n -S] 

UNFAKED ADEFKNU FAKE, to contrive and present as genuine [adj] 

UNFANCY ACFNNUY FANCY, ornamental [adj] 

UNFAZED ADEFNUZ FAZE, to disturb composure of [adj] 

UNFENCE CEEFNNU to remove fence from [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNFIRED DEFINRU not fired (to project by discharging from gun) [adj] 

UNFITLY FILNTUY in unsuitable manner [adv] 

UNFIXED DEFINUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFIXES EFINSUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFOLDS DFLNOSU UNFOLD, to open something that is folded [v] 

UNFOUND DFNNOUU FOUND, to establish [adj] 

UNFREED DEEFNRU UNFREE, to deprive of freedom [v] 

UNFREES EEFNRSU UNFREE, to deprive of freedom [v] 

UNFROCK CFKNORU to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFUNNY FNNNUUY FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

UNFURLS FLNRSUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UNFUSED DEFNSUU FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device) [adj] 

UNFUSSY FNSSUUY FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

G 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNGATED ADEGNTU GATE, to supply with gate (movable barrier) [adj] 

UNGIRDS DGINRSU UNGIRD, to remove belt from [v] 

UNGLOVE EGLNOUV to uncover by removing glove [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UNGLUED DEGLNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGLUES EGLNSUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGODLY DGLNOUY impious (not pious) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNGREEN EEGNNRU harmful to environment [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNGROUP GNOPRUU to separate from group [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGUARD ADGNRUU to leave unprotected [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

H 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNHAIRS AHINRSU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHANDS ADHNNSU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANDY ADHNNUY difficult to handle [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNHANGS AGHNNSU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHAPPY AHNPPUY HAPPY, marked by joy [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

UNHASPS AHNPSSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHASTY AHNSTUY HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 
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UNHEARD ADEHNRU HEAR, to perceive by ear [adj] 

UNHELMS EHLMNSU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHINGE EGHINNU to remove from hinges [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UNHIRED DEHINRU HIRE, to engage services of for payment [adj] 

UNHITCH CHHINTU to free from being hitched [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNHOODS DHNOOSU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNHOOKS HKNOOSU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNHOPED DEHNOPU not hoped for or expected [adj] 

UNHORSE EHNORSU to cause to fall from horse [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNHOUSE EHNOSUU to deprive of protective shelter [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNHUMAN AHMNNUU HUMAN, person (human being) [adj] 

UNHUSKS HKNSSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

I 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNIDEAL ADEILNU IDEAL, standard of perfection [adj] 

UNINSTAL AILNNSTU to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

J 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNJADED ADDEJNU JADE, to weary (to make or become weary) [adj] 

UNJOINT IJNNOTU to separate at juncture [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

K 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNKEMPT EKMNPTU untidy (neat and orderly) [adj] 

UNKINKS IKKNNSU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNKNITS IKNNSTU UNKNIT, to unravel (to separate threads of) [v] 

UNKNOTS KNNOSTU UNKNOT, to undo knot in [v] 

UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S] 

L 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNLACED ACDELNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLACES ACELNSU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLADED ADDELNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLADEN ADELNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLADES ADELNSU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLATCH ACHLNTU to open by lifting latch (fastening device) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNLEADS ADELNSU UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLEARN AELNNRU to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v -ED, -T, -NING, -S] 

UNLEASH AEHLNSU to free from leash [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNLEVEL EELLNUV to make uneven (flat and smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNLIKED DEIKLNU not liked (to find pleasant) [adj] 

UNLINED DEILNNU not lined (to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)) [adj] 

UNLINKS IKLNNSU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLIVED DEILNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLIVES EILNSUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOADS ADLNOSU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNLOBED BDELNOU LOBE, rounded, projecting anatomical part [adj] 

UNLOCKS CKLNOSU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v] 

UNLOOSE ELNOOSU to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNLOVED DELNOUV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNLUCKY CKLNUUY LUCKY, having good fortune [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

M 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 
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UNMACHO ACHMNOU MACHO, person who exhibits machismo [adj] 

UNMAKER AEKMNRU one that unmakes (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

UNMAKES AEKMNSU UNMAKE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

UNMAKES AEKMNSU UNMAKE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

UNMANLY ALMNNUY MANLY, having qualities of man [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNMASKS AKMNSSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMATED ADEMNTU MATE, to join as mates (partners in union) [adj] 

UNMEANT AEMNNTU not meant (to intend (to have specific aim or purpose)) [adj] 

UNMERRY EMNRRUY MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

UNMEWED DEEMNUW UNMEW, to set free [v] 

UNMINED DEIMNNU MINE, to dig into for valuable materials [adj] 

UNMITER EIMNRTU to depose from rank of bishop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNMITRE EIMNRTU to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNMIXED DEIMNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNMIXES EIMNSUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNMOLDS DLMNOSU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOORS MNOORSU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UNMORAL ALMNORU amoral (lacking sense of right and wrong) [adj] 

UNMOULD DLMNOUU to unmold (to remove from mold) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNMOVED DEMNOUV not moved (to change from one position to another) [adj] 

N 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNNAMED ADEMNNU NAME, to give title to [adj] 

UNNERVE EENNRUV to deprive of courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UNNOISY INNOSUY NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

UNNOTED DENNOTU not noted (to write down) [adj] 

O 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNOAKED ADEKNOU not matured in oak container–used of wine [adj] 

UNOILED DEILNOU OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination) [adj] 

UNOWNED DENNOUW OWN, to have as belonging [adj] 

P 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNPACKS ACKNPSU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPAGED ADEGNPU having no page numbers [adj] 

UNPAVED ADENPUV PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface [adj] 

UNPICKS CIKNPSU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNPILED DEILNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPILES EILNPSU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPLAIT AILNPTU to undo plaits of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNPLUGS GLNPSUU UNPLUG, to take plug out of [v]  

UNPOSED DENOPSU POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

Q 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNQUIET EINQTUU state of unrest [n -S] / QUIET, making little or no noise [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNQUOTE ENOQTUU to close quotation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

R 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNRAKED ADEKNRU RAKE, to gather with toothed implement [adj] 

UNRATED ADENRTU RATE, to estimate value of [adj] 

UNRAVEL AELNRUV to separate threads of [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 
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UNRAZED ADENRUZ RAZE, to tear down or demolish [adj] 

UNREADY ADENRUY READY, prepared [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNREELS EELNRSU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREEVE EEENRUV to withdraw rope from opening [v -D, -ROVE, -ROVEN, -VING, -S] 

UNRESTS ENRSSTU UNREST, disturbed or uneasy state [n] 

UNRIMED DEIMNRU RIME, to rhyme (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [adj] 

UNRIPER EINPRRU UNRIPE, not ripe [adj] 

UNRISEN EINNRSU RISE, to move upward [adj] 

UNRIVET EINRTUV to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v -ED, -ING, -S, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

UNROBED BDENORU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNROBES BENORSU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNROLLS LLNORSU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 

UNROOFS FNOORSU UNROOF, to strip off roof of [v] 

UNROOTS NOORSTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNROPED DENOPRU ROPE, to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers) [adj] / UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNROPES ENOPRSU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNROUGH GHNORUU ROUGH, having uneven surface [adj] 

UNROUND DNNORUU to articulate without rounding lips [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNRULED DELNRUU RULE, to exercise control over [adj] 

S 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNSAFER AEFNRSU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSATED ADENSTU SATE, to satiate (to satisfy to or beyond capacity) [adj] 

UNSAVED ADENSUV SAVE, to rescue from danger, injury, or loss [adj] 

UNSAWED ADENSUW SAW, to cut or divide with saw (type of cutting tool) [adj] 

UNSEALS AELNSSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMS AEMNSSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEATS AENSSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSELLS ELLNSSU UNSELL, to persuade to change opinion or belief [v] 

UNSEWED DEENSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSEXED DEENSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXES EENSSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSHARP AHNPRSU SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

UNSHARP AHNPRSU SHARP, suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing [adj] 

UNSHELL EHLLNSU to remove shell from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSHIFT FHINSTU to release shift key on typewriter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSHIPS HINPSSU UNSHIP, to unload from ship [v] 

UNSHORN HNNORSU not shorn (to cut hair or wool from) [adj] 

UNSHOWY HNOSUWY SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

UNSIGHT GHINSTU to prevent from seeing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSIZED DEINSUZ SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions) [adj] 

UNSLICK CIKLNSU SLICK, smooth and slippery [adj] 

UNSLING GILNNSU to remove from slung position [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSMART AMNRSTU SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

UNSNAGS AGNNSSU UNSNAG, to free of snags [v] 

UNSNAPS ANNPSSU UNSNAP, to undo snaps of [v] 

UNSNARL ALNNRSU to untangle (to free from tangles) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOBER BENORSU SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 
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UNSOLID DILNOSU SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

UNSONCY CNNOSUY unsonsie (unlucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNSONSY NNOSSUY unsonsie (unlucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNSOUND DNNOSUU SOUND, being in good health or condition [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNSOWED DENOSUW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed [adj] 

UNSPEAK AEKNPSU to unsay (to retract something said) [v -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

UNSPENT ENNPSTU not spent (to pay out) [adj] 

UNSPILT ILNPSTU not spilt (to cause to run out of container) [adj] 

UNSPLIT ILNPSTU SPLIT, to separate lengthwise [adj] 

UNSPOOL LNOOPSU to unwind from small cylinder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTACK ACKNSTU to remove from stack [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTATE AENSTTU to deprive of status [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNSTEEL EELNSTU to make soft (yielding readily to pressure) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTEPS ENPSSTU UNSTEP, to remove from socket [v] 

UNSTICK CIKNSTU to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v -TUCK, -ING, -S] 

UNSTOPS NOPSSTU UNSTOP, to remove stopper from [v] 

UNSTRAP ANPRSTU to remove strap from [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNSTUNG GNNSTUU not stung (to prick painfully) [adj] 

UNSWEAR AENRSUW to retract something sworn [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

UNSWEPT ENPSTUW not swept (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [adj] 

T 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNTACKS ACKNSTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

UNTAKEN AEKNNTU TAKE, to get possession of [adj] 

UNTAMED ADEMNTU TAME, to make tame [adj] 

UNTAXED ADENTUX TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on [adj] 

UNTEACH ACEHNTU to cause to unlearn something [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

UNTHAWS AHNSTUW UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNTHINK HIKNNTU to dismiss from mind [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UNTIMED DEIMNTU TIME, to determine speed or duration of [adj] 

UNTIRED DEINRTU TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

UNTONED DENNOTU lacking in muscular definition [adj] 

UNTRACK ACKNRTU to cause to escape from slump [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTREAD ADENRTU to tread back [v -ROD or -ED, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

UNTRIED DEINRTU not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

UNTRIMS IMNRSTU UNTRIM, to strip of trimming [v] 

UNTRUER ENRRTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNTRULY LNRTUUY TRULY, in conformity with fact or reality [adv] 

UNTRUSS NRSSTUU to free from truss [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNTRUTH HNRTTUU something that is untrue [n -S] 

UNTUCKS CKNSTUU UNTUCK, to release from being tucked up [v] 

UNTUNED DENNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNTUNES ENNSTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNTWINE EINNTUW to separate twisted or tangled parts of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

UNTWIST INSTTUW to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTYING GINNTUY UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

U 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNURGED DEGNRUU URGE, to force forward [adj] 
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UNUSUAL ALNSUUU USUAL, something that is usual (ordinary) [adj] 

V 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNVEXED DEENUVX VEX, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [adj] 

UNVOCAL ACLNOUV VOCAL, sound produced with voice [adj] 

UNVOICE CEINOUV to deprive of voice or vocal quality [v -D, -CING, -S] 

UNWAGED ADEGNUW not receiving money for work [adj] 

W 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNWAGED ADEGNUW not receiving money for work [adj] 

UNWAXED ADENUWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance) [adj] 

UNWEARY AENRUWY WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

UNWEAVE AEENUVW to undo something woven [v -WOVE, -WOVEN, -ING, -S] 

UNWHITE EHINTUW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

UNWINDS DINNSUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UNWISER EINRSUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UNWOOED DENOOUW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 

UNWOUND DNNOUUW UNWIND, to reverse winding of [v] 

UNWRAPS ANPRSUW UNWRAP, to remove wrapping from [v] 

UNWRUNG GNNRUUW not wrung (to twist as to compress) [adj] 

X 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

Y 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNYOKED DEKNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

UNYOKES EKNOSUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

UNYOUNG GNNOUUY YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] 

Z 7s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite) 

UNZONED DENNOUZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas) [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

A 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNABATED AABDENTU ABATE, to reduce in degree or intensity [adj] 

UNABUSED ABDENSUU ABUSE, to use wrongly or improperly [adj] 

UNACIDIC ACCDIINU ACIDIC, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

UNAFRAID AADFINRU AFRAID, filled with apprehension [adj] 

UNAGEING AEGGINNU AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [adj] 

UNAGREED ADEEGNRU AGREE, to have same opinion [adj] 

UNALLIED ADEILLNU ALLY, to unite in formal relationship [adj] 

UNAMAZED AADEMNUZ AMAZE, to overwhelm with surprise or wonder [adj] 

UNAMUSED ADEMNSUU AMUSE, to occupy pleasingly [adj] 

UNANCHOR ACHNNORU to loosen from anchor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNANELED ADEELNNU not having received sacrament of anointing of sick [adj] 

UNARCHED ACDEHNRU ARCH, to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening) [adj] 

UNARGUED ADEGNRUU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against [adj] 

UNARMING AGIMNNRU UNARM, to disarm (to deprive of weapons) [v] 

UNARTFUL AFLNRTUU ARTFUL, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

UNATONED ADENNOTU ATONE, to make amends or reparation [adj] 

UNAVOWED ADENOUVW AVOW, to declare openly [adj] 
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UNAWAKED AADEKNUW AWAKE, to wake up [adj] 

UNAWARES AAENRSUW without warning [adv] 

B 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNBACKED ABCDEKNU BACK, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [adj] 

UNBALING ABGILNNU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

UNBANDED ABDDENNU BAND, to decorate with flexible strips of material [adj] 

UNBANNED ABDENNNU BANNED, BAN, to prohibit (forbid by authority) [adj] / UNBAN, to remove prohibition against [v] 

UNBARBED ABBDENRU BARB, to furnish with barb (sharp projection) [adj] 

UNBARRED ABDENRRU UNBAR, to remove bar from [v] 

UNBASTED ABDENSTU BASTE, to sew loosely together [adj] 

UNBATHED ABDEHNTU BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [adj] 

UNBEARED ABDEENRU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNBEATEN ABEENNTU BEAT, to strike repeatedly [adj] 

UNBELIEF BEEFILNU lack of belief [n -S] 

UNBELTED BDEELNTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNBENDED BDDEENNU UNBEND, to make or allow to become straight [v] 

UNBENIGN BEGINNNU BENIGN, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

UNBIASED ABDEINSU BIAS, to prejudice [adj] 

UNBIDDEN BDDEINNU not invited [adj] 

UNBILLED BDEILLNU BILL, to present statement of costs to [adj] 

UNBITTED BDEINTTU not bitted (to restrain (to hold back from action)) [adj] / BITT, to secure cable around post [v] 

UNBITTEN BEINNTTU not bitten (to seize with teeth) [adj] 

UNBITTER BEINRTTU BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adj] 

UNBLAMED ABDELMNU BLAME, to find fault with [adj] 

UNBLOODY BDLNOOUY BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

UNBOBBED BBBDENOU BOB, to move up and down [adj] 

UNBODIED BDDEINOU having no body [adj] 

UNBOILED BDEILNOU BOIL, to vaporize liquid [adj] 

UNBOLTED BDELNOTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] 

UNBONDED BDDENNOU BOND, to join together [adj] 

UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOOTED BDENOOTU BOOT, to load program into computer [adj] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBOUGHT BGHNOTUU not bought (to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)) [adj] 

UNBOUNCY BCNNOUUY BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adj] 

UNBOWING BGINNOUW BOWING, technique of managing bow of stringed instrument [adj] 

UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBREECH BCEEHNRU to remove breeches of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNBRIDLE BDEILNRU to set loose [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBRIGHT BGHINRTU BRIGHT, emitting much light [adj] 

UNBROKEN BEKNNORU BROKEN, shattered [adj] 

UNBUCKLE BCEKLNUU to loosen buckle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBUNDLE BDELNNUU to price separately [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBURDEN BDENNRUU to free from burden [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBURIED BDEINRUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURNED BDENNRUU BURN, to destroy by fire [adj] 
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UNBUSTED BDENSTUU BUST, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [adj] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

C 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCAKING ACGIKNNU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNCALLED ACDELLNU not called (to summon (to order to appear) [adj] 

UNCANDID ACDDINNU CANDID, frank and sincere [adj] 

UNCANNED ACDENNNU un canned (to put in can (cylindrical container)) [adj] 

UNCAPPED ACDENPPU UNCAP, to remove cap from [v] 

UNCARDED ACDDENRU CARD, to provide with card (stiff piece of paper) [adj] 

UNCARING ACGINNRU CARING, work of looking after someone [adj] 

UNCARTED ACDENRTU CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

UNCARVED ACDENRUV CARVE, to form by cutting [adj] 

UNCASHED ACDEHNSU CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [adj] 

UNCASING ACGINNSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNCASKED ACDEKNSU CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [adj] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adj] 

UNCAUGHT ACGHNTUU not caught (to capture after pursuit) [adj]  

UNCAUSED ACDENSUU CAUSE, to bring about [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (having good fortune) [adj] 

UNCHARGE ACEGHNRU to acquit (to free or clear from charge of fault or crime) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UNCHASTE ACEHNSTU CHASTE, morally pure [adj -R, -ST] 

UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY CHICLY, in elegant manner [adv] 

UNCHOSEN CEHNNOSU not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

UNCLAWED ACDELNUW CLAW, to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails) [adj] 

UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLONED CDELNNOU not made by cloning [adj] 

UNCLOTHE CEHLNOTU to divest of clothing [v -D, -LAD, -HING, -S] 

UNCLOUDY CDLNOUUY CLOUDY, overcast with clouds [adj] 

UNCLOYED CDELNOUY CLOY, to gratify beyond desire [adj] 

UNCOATED ACDENOTU COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [adj] 

UNCOCKED CCDEKNOU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNCOFFIN CFFINNOU to remove from coffin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOILED CDEILNOU UNCOIL, to release from coiled position [v] 

UNCOINED CDEINNOU COIN, to make coins (metal currency) [adj] 

UNCOMBED BCDEMNOU COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument) [adj] 

UNCOMELY CELMNOUY COMELY, pleasing to look at [adj] 

UNCOMMON CMMNNOOU COMMON, ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events) [adj -ER, EST] 

UNCOOKED CDEKNOOU COOK, to prepare food by heating [adj] 

UNCOOLED CDELNOOU COOL, to make less warm [adj] 

UNCORKED CDEKNORU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

UNCOUPLE CELNOPUU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCREATE ACEENRTU to deprive of existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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UNCREWED CDEENRUW CREW, to serve aboard ship [adj] 

UNCUFFED CDEFFNUU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [adj] / UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNCURBED BCDENRUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

UNCURLED CDELNRUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

UNCURSED CDENRSUU CURSED, wicked (evil (morally bad)) [adj] 

D 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNDAMPED ADDEMNPU DAMP, to lessen in intensity [adj] 

UNDARING ADGINNRU DARING, bravery (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

UNDECKED CDDEEKNU DECK, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [adj] 

UNDELETE DEEELNTU to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDENIED DDEEINNU not denied (to declare to be untrue) [adj] 

UNDENTED DDEENNTU DENT, to make depression in [adj] 

UNDEVOUT DENOTUUV DEVOUT, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

UNDIMMED DDEIMMNU not dimmed (to make dim) [adj] 

UNDOABLE ABDELNOU DOABLE, able to be done [adj] 

UNDOCILE CDEILNOU DOCILE, easily trained [adj] 

UNDOCKED CDDEKNOU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNDOINGS DGINNOSU UNDOING, cause of ruin [n] 

UNDOTTED DDENOTTU not dotted (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [adj] 

UNDOUBLE BDELNOUU to unfold (to open something that is folded) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNDREAMT ADEMNRTU DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [adj] 

UNDUBBED BBDDENUU DUB, to confer knighthood on [adj] 

UNDULLED DDELLNUU DULL, to make less sharp [adj] 

E 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNEARNED ADEENNRU EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service [adj] 

UNEASIER AEEINRSU UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adj] 

UNEASILY AEILNSUY UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adv] 

UNEDIBLE BDEEILNU EDIBLE, something fit to be eaten [adj] 

UNEDITED DDEEINTU EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication [adj] 

UNENDING DEGINNNU ENDING, termination [adj] 

UNENVIED DEEINNUV not envied (to be envious (resentful and desirous of another’s possessions or qualities)) [adj]  

UNERASED ADEENRSU ERASE, to rub or scrape out [adj] 

UNEROTIC CEINORTU EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

UNERRING EGINNRRU ERR, to make mistake [adj] 

UNEVADED ADDEENUV EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [adj] 

UNEVENER EEENNRUV UNEVEN, EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

UNEVENLY EELNNUVY EVENLY, in even manner [adv] 

UNEXOTIC CEINOTUX EXOTIC, something from another part of world [adj] 

UNEXPERT EENPRTUX EXPERT, to serve as authority [adj] 

F 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNFADING ADFGINNU FADING, Irish dance [adj] 

UNFAIRER AEFINRRU UNFAIR, FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

UNFAIRLY AFILNRUY FAIRLY, in fair manner [adv] 

UNFALLEN AEFLLNNU not fallen (to descend under force of gravity) [adj] 

UNFAMOUS AFMNOSUU FAMOUS, well-known [adj] 

UNFASTEN AEFNNSTU to release from fastenings [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFEARED ADEEFNRU FEAR, to be afraid of [adj] 
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UNFELTED DEEFLNTU FELT, to mat together [adj] 

UNFETTER EEFNRTTU to free from fetters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFILIAL AFIILLNU FILIAL, pertaining to son or daughter [adj] 

UNFILLED DEFILLNU FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj] 

UNFILMED DEFILMNU FILM, to make motion picture [adj] 

UNFISHED DEFHINSU FISH, to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates) [adj] 

UNFITTED DEFINTTU UNFIT, to make unsuitable (appropriate) [v] 

UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

UNFLAWED ADEFLNUW FLAW, to produce flaw (imperfection) in [adj] 

UNFLEXED DEEFLNUX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [adj] 

UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [adj] 

UNFOILED DEFILNOU FOIL, to prevent success of [adj] 

UNFOLDED DDEFLNOU UNFOLD, to open something that is folded [v] 

UNFOLDER DEFLNORU one that unfolds (to open something that is folded) [n -S] 

UNFOLLOW FLLNOOUW to stop following online [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) manner [adv] 

UNFORCED CDEFNORU FORCE, to overcome resistance by exertion of strength [adj] 

UNFORGED DEFGNORU FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes [adj] 

UNFORGOT FGNOORTU not forgotten [adj] 

UNFORKED DEFKNORU FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [adj] 

UNFORMED DEFMNORU FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [adj] 

UNFOUGHT FGHNOTUU not fought (to attempt to defeat adversary) [adj] 

UNFRAMED ADEFMNRU FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts [adj] 

UNFREEZE EEEFNRUZ to cause to thaw [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ZING, -S] 

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove (person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFUNDED DDEFNNUU FUND, to provide money for [adj] 

UNFURLED DEFLNRUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UNFUSSED DEFNSSUU not fussed (to be overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

G 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNGAINLY AGILNNUY awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNGALLED ADEGLLNU GALL, to vex or irritate [adj] 

UNGARBED ABDEGNRU GARB, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [adj] 

UNGAZING AGGINNUZ not gazing (to look intently) [adj] 

UNGELDED DDEEGLNU GELD, to castrate (to remove testes of) [adj] 

UNGENIAL AEGILNNU GENIAL, having pleasant or friendly manner [adj] 

UNGENTLE EEGLNNTU GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

UNGENTLY EGLNNTUY GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adv] 

UNGIFTED DEFGINTU GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge) [adj] 

UNGIRDED DDEGINRU UNGIRD, to remove belt from [v] 

UNGIVING GGIINNUV not giving (to transfer freely to another’s possession) [adj] 

UNGLAZED ADEGLNUZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes [adj] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj] 

UNGLUING GGILNNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGOTTEN EGNNOTTU not obtained [adj] 

UNGOWNED DEGNNOUW GOWN, to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment) [adj] 

UNGRACED ACDEGNRU GRACE, to give beauty to [adj] 
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UNGRADED ADDEGNRU GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees [adj] 

UNGREEDY DEEGNRUY GREEDY, marked by greed [adj] 

UNGROUND DGNNORUU GROUND, to place on foundation [adj] 

UNGUIDED DDEGINUU GUIDE, to show way to [adj] 

H 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNHAILED ADEHILNU HAIL, to welcome (to greet cordially) [adj] 

UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S] 

UNHALLOW AHLLNOUW to profane (to treat with irreverence or abuse) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHALVED ADEHLNUV HALVE, to divide into two equal parts [adj] 

UNHANDED ADDEHNNU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANGED ADEGHNNU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHAPPEN AEHNNPPU to become as though never having happened [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHARMED ADEHMNRU HARM, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [adj] 

UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHATTED ADEHNTTU UNHAT, to remove one's hat [v] 

UNHEALED ADEEHLNU HEAL, to make sound or whole [adj] 

UNHEALTH AEHHLNTU state of ill health [n -S] 

UNHEATED ADEEHNTU HEAT, to make hot (having high temperature) [adj] 

UNHEDGED DDEEGHNU HEDGE, to surround with hedge (dense row of shrubs) [adj] 

UNHEEDED DDEEEHNU HEED, to pay attention to [adj] 

UNHELMED DEEHLMNU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHELPED DEEHLNPU HELP, to give assistance to [adj] 

UNHEROIC CEHINORU HEROIC, epic verse [adj] 

UNHIPPER EHINPPRU UNHIP, HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

UNHOLIER EHILNORU UNHOLY, HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

UNHOLILY HILLNOUY HOLILY, in holy manner [adv] 

UNHOODED DDEHNOOU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNHOOKED DEHKNOOU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNHUSKED DEHKNSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

I 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNIDEAED ADDEEINU lacking ideas [adj] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU IMBUE, to make thoroughly wet [adj] 

UNIRONED DEINNORU IRON, to furnish with iron (metallic element) [adj] 

UNIRONIC CIINNORU IRONIC, pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is being said) [adj] 

UNISSUED DEINSSUU ISSUE, to come forth [adj] 

J 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNJAMMED ADEJMMNU UNJAM, to undo things tightly crammed together [v] 

UNJOINED DEIJNNOU JOIN, to unite (to bring together to form as whole) [v] 

UNJOYFUL FJLNOUUY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adj] 

UNJUDGED DDEGJNUU JUDGE, to decide on critically [adj] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY JUSTLY, in just manner [adv] 

K 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNKEELED DEEEKLNU KEEL, to capsize (to overturn (to turn over)) [adj] 

UNKENNED DEEKNNNU not known or recognized [adj] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNKINDER DEIKNNRU UNKIND, KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 
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UNKINDLY DIKLNNUY KINDLY, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adv -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNKINGLY GIKLNNUY KINGLY, of or befitting king [adj] 

UNKINKED DEIKKNNU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNKISSED DEIKNSSU KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [adj] 

UNKOSHER EHKNORSU KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [adj] 

L 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNLADING ADGILNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLASHED ADEHLNSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLAWFUL AFLLNUUW LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adj] 

UNLAYING AGILNNUY UNLAY, to untwist (to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of)) [v] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S] / UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLEASED ADEELNSU LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [adj] 

UNLETHAL AEHLLNTU LETHAL, death-causing genetic defect [adj] 

UNLETTED DEELNTTU not letted (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [adj] 

UNLEVIED DEEILNUV not levied (to impose or collect by legal authority) [adj] 

UNLICKED CDEIKLNU LICK, to pass tongue over surface of [adj] 

UNLIKELY EIKLLNUY LIKELY, probable [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLIMBER BEILMNRU to prepare for action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNLINKED DEIKLNNU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLISTED DEILNSTU LIST, to write down in particular order [adj] 

UNLIVELY EILLNUVY LIVELY, full of energy [adj] 

UNLIVING GIILNNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOADED ADDELNOU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNLOADER ADELNORU one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S] 

UNLOCKED CDEKLNOU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v] 

UNLOOSEN ELNNOOSU to unloose (to set free) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNLOVELY ELLNOUVY LOVELY, beautiful [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLOVING GILNNOUV LOVING, act of expressing love [adj] 

M 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNMAILED ADEILMNU MAIL, to send by governmental postal system [adj] 

UNMAKING AGIKMNNU UNMAKE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

UNMANFUL AFLMNNUU MANFUL, courageous [adj] 

UNMANNED ADEMNNNU UNMAN, to deprive of courage [v] 

UNMAPPED ADEMNPPU not mapped (to delineate on map (representation of region))) [adj]  

UNMARKED ADEKMNRU MARK, to make visible impression on [adj] 

UNMARRED ADEMNRRU not marred (to detract from perfection or wholeness) [adj]  

UNMASKED ADEKMNSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

UNMATTED ADEMNTTU not matted (to pack down in compact mass) [adj] 

UNMEETLY EELMNTUY UNMEET, improper (not proper) [adv] 

UNMELLOW ELLMNOUW MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adj] 

UNMELTED DEELMNTU MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat [adj] 

UNMENDED DDEEMNNU MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

UNMESHED DEEHMNSU UNMESH, to disentangle [v] 

UNMESHES EEHMNSSU UNMESH, to disentangle [v] 

UNMEWING EGIMNNUW UNMEW, to set free [v] 
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UNMILLED DEILLMNU MILL, to grind by mechanical means [adj] 

UNMINGLE EGILMNNU to separate things that are mixed [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNMIXING GIIMNNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNMODISH DHIMNOSU MODISH, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

UNMOLDED DDELMNOU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOLTEN ELMNNOTU MOLTEN, made liquid by heat [adj] 

UNMOORED DEMNOORU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UNMOVING GIMNNOUV not moving (to change from one position to another) [adj] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

N 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNNEEDED DDEEENNU NEED, to have urgent or essential use for [adj] 

O 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNOPENED DEENNOPU OPEN, to cause to become open [adj] 

UNORNATE AENNORTU ORNATE, elaborately or excessively ornamented [adj] 

P 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNPACKED ACDEKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNPADDED ADDDENPU PAD, to line or stuff with soft material [adj] 

UNPAIRED ADEINPRU PAIR, to arrange in sets of two [adj] 

UNPARTED ADENPRTU PART, to divide or break into separate pieces [adj] 

UNPAYING AGINNPUY PAY, to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services [adj] 

UNPEELED DEEELNPU PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [adj] 

UNPEGGED DEEGGNPU UNPEG, to remove pegs from [v] 

UNPENNED DEENNNPU UNPEN, to release from confinement [v] 

UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPERSON ENNOPRSU one who is removed completely from recognition [n -S] 

UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNPILING GIILNNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v] 

UNPITIED DEIINPTU not pitied (to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another’s misfortune)) [adj]  

UNPITTED DEINPTTU not pitted (to mark with cavities or depressions) [adj]  

UNPLACED ACDELNPU PLACE, to set in particular position [adj] 

UNPLAYED ADELNPUY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [adj] 

UNPLIANT AILNNPTU PLIANT, easily bent [adj] 

UNPLOWED DELNOPUW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [adj] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU POETIC, pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form) [adj] 

UNPOISED DEINOPSU POISE, to hold in state of equilibrium [adj] 

UNPOLITE EILNOPTU POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

UNPOLLED DELLNOPU POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion [adj] 

UNPOSTED DENOPSTU POST, to affix in public place [adj] 

UNPOTTED DENOPTTU not potted (to put in pot (round, fairly deep container)) [adj] 

UNPRETTY ENPRTTUY PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adj] 

UNPRICED CDEINPRU PRICE, to set value on [adj] 

UNPRIMED DEIMNPRU PRIME, to make ready (prepared) [adj] 

UNPRIZED DEINPRUZ PRIZE, to value highly [adj] 
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UNPROBED BDENOPRU PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly [adj] 

UNPROVED DENOPRUV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adj] 

UNPROVEN ENNOPRUV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adj] 

UNPRUNED DENNPRUU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [adj] 

UNPUCKER CEKNPRUU to remove wrinkles from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNPURELY ELNPRUUY PURELY, in pure manner [adv] 

UNPURGED DEGNPRUU PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [adj] 

UNPUZZLE ELNPUUZZ to work out obscured meaning of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

Q 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

R 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNRAISED ADEINRSU RAISE, to move to higher position [adj] 

UNRANKED ADEKNNRU RANK, to determine relative position of [adj] 

UNREALLY AELLNRUY REALLY, actually (existing in fact) [adv] 

UNREASON AENNORSU to disrupt sanity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNREELED DEEELNRU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREELER EEELNRRU one that unreels (to unwind from reel) [n -S] 

UNRENTED DEENNRTU RENT, to obtain temporary use of in return for compensation [adj] 

UNREPAID ADEINPRU not repaid (to pay back) [adj] 

UNREPAIR AEINPRRU lack of repair [n -S] 

UNRESTED DEENRSTU REST, to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity [adj] 

UNRETIRE EEINRRTU to return to work after having taken retirement [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [adj] 

UNRIBBED BBDEINRU not ribbed (to poke fun at) [adj]  

UNRIDDEN DDEINNRU not ridden  (to sit on, control, and be conveyed by animal or machine) [adj]  

UNRIDDLE DDEILNRU to solve (to find answer or explanation for) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNRIFLED DEFILNRU RIFLE, to search through and rob [adj] 

UNRIGGED DEGGINRU UNRIG, to divest of rigging [v] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

UNRIPELY EILNPRUY UNRIPE, not ripe [adv] 

UNRIPEST EINPRSTU UNRIPE, not ripe [adj] 

UNRIPPED DEINPPRU UNRIP, to rip open [v] 

UNROBING BGINNORU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNROLLED DELLNORU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 

UNROOFED DEFNOORU UNROOF, to strip off roof of [v] 

UNROOTED DENOORTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNROPING GINNOPRU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNRULIER EILNRRUU UNRULY, difficult to control [adj] 

UNRUSHED DEHNRSUU RUSH, to move swiftly [adj] 

UNRUSTED DENRSTUU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [adj] 

S 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSAFELY AEFLNSUY SAFE, free from danger [adv] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSAFETY AEFNSTUY lack of safety [n -TIES] 

UNSALTED ADELNSTU SALT, to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative) [adj] 

UNSAVORY ANORSUVY SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adj] 

UNSAYING AGINNSUY UNSAY, to retract something said [v] 
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UNSCALED ACDELNSU SCALE, to climb up or over [adj] 

UNSCREW CENRSUW to remove screws from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMED ADEEMNSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEARED ADEENRSU SEAR, to burn surface of [adj] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSEEDED DDEEENSU SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in [adj] 

UNSEEING EEGINNSU SEEING, act of one that sees [adj] 

UNSEEMLY EELMNSUY SEEMLY, of pleasing appearance [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [adj] 

UNSERVED DEENRSUV SERVE, to work for [adj] 

UNSETTLE EELNSTTU to make unstable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEWING EGINNSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv] 

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adj] 

UNSHADED ADDEHNSU SHADE, to screen from light or heat [adj] 

UNSHAKEN AEHKNNSU SHAKE, to move to and fro with short, rapid movements [adj] 

UNSHAMED ADEHMNSU SHAME, to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation [adj] 

UNSHAPED ADEHNPSU SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [adj] 

UNSHAPEN AEHNNPSU SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to [adj] 

UNSHARED ADEHNRSU SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [adj] 

UNSHAVED ADEHNSUV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [adj] 

UNSHAVEN AEHNNSUV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots [adj] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw up) [adj] 

UNSICKER CEIKNRSU unreliable (not reliable) [adj] 

UNSIFTED DEFINSTU SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter)) [adj] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU SIGN, to write one's name on [adj] 

UNSILENT EILNNSTU SILENT, making no sound or noise [adj] 

UNSINFUL FILNNSUU SINFUL, marked by sin [adj] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU SLAKE, to quench (to put out or extinguish) [adj] 

UNSLICED CDEILNSU SLICE, to cut into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

UNSMOKED DEKMNOSU SMOKE, to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials) [adj] 

UNSOAKED ADEKNOSU SOAK, to wet something thoroughly [adj] 

UNSOCIAL ACILNOSU SOCIAL, friendly gathering [adj] 

UNSOILED DEILNOSU SOIL, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

UNSOLDER DELNORSU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOLVED DELNOSUV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for [adj] 

UNSONSIE EINNOSSU unlucky (having good fortune) [adj] 

UNSORTED DENORSTU SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size [adj] 

UNSOUGHT GHNOSTUU not sought (to go in search of) [adj] 

UNSOURED DENORSUU SOUR, to make or become sour [adj] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [adj] 

UNSPRUNG GNNPRSUU not sprung (to upward suddenly and swiftly) [adj]  

UNSTABLE ABELNSTU STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj -R, -ST] 
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UNSTABLY ABLNSTUY STABLY, in stable manner [adv] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] / STEADY, firm in position [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNSTONED DENNOSTU STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [adj] 

UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES] 

UNSTRING GINNRSTU to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY STUFFY, poorly ventilated [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adv] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU SUIT, to be appropriate to [adj] 

UNSURELY ELNRSUUY SURELY, certainly [adv] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

UNSWAYED ADENSUWY SWAY, to move slowly back and forth [adj] 

T 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNTACKED ACDEKNTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

UNTAGGED ADEGGNTU not tagged  (to provide with tag (identifying marker)) [adj] 

UNTANGLE AEGLNNTU to free from tangles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj]  

UNTAPPED ADENPPTU not tapped (to strike gently) [adj] 

UNTASTED ADENSTTU TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [adj] 

UNTENDED DDEENNTU TEND, to be disposed or inclined [adj] 

UNTENTED DEENNTTU not probed or attended to [adj] 

UNTESTED DEENSTTU TEST, to evaluate by examination [adj] 

UNTETHER EEHNRTTU to free from tether [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW not thawed (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [adj] / UNTHAW [v] 

UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHRONE EHNNORTU to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

UNTIDIED DDEIINTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTIDIER DEIINRTU UNTIDY, TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

UNTIDIES DEIINSTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTIDILY DIILNTUY TIDILY, in tidy manner [adv] 

UNTIEING EGIINNTU UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

UNTILLED DEILLNTU TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [adj] 

UNTILTED DEILNTTU TILT, to cause to slant [adj] 

UNTIMELY EILMNTUY TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNTINGED DEGINNTU TING, to emit high-pitched metallic sound [adj] 

UNTIPPED DEINPPTU not tipped (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [adj]  

UNTIRING GIINNRTU not tiring (to grow tired (sapped of strength)) [adj] 

UNTITLED DEILNTTU TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation) [adj] 

UNTOWARD ADNORTUW unruly (difficult to control) [adj] 

UNTRACED ACDENRTU TRACE, to follow course of [adj] 

UNTRENDY DENNRTUY TRENDY, very fashionable [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNTRUEST ENRSTTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNTRUSTY NRSTTUUY TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

UNTUCKED CDEKNTUU UNTUCK, to release from being tucked up [v] 

UNTUFTED DEFNTTUU TUFT, to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base) [adj] 
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UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNTURNED DENNRTUU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

U 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNUNITED DEINNTUU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole [adj] 

UNUSABLE ABELNSUU USABLE, capable of being used [adj] 

UNUSABLY ABLNSUUY not usably (capable of being used) [adv] 

V 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNVALUED ADELNUUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of [adj] 

UNVARIED ADEINRUV not varied (to become or make different) [adj] 

UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNVEINED DEEINNUV VEIN, to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels) [adj] 

UNVERSED DEENRSUV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form) [adj] 

UNVESTED DEENSTUV VEST, to place in control of [adj] 

UNVIABLE ABEILNUV VIABLE, capable of living [adj] 

W 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

UNWALLED ADELLNUW WALL, to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area) [adj] 

UNWANING AGINNNUW not waning (to decrease in size or extent) [adj] 

UNWANTED ADENNTUW WANT, to have desire for [adj] 

UNWARIER AEINRRUW UNWARY, WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

UNWARILY AILNRUWY WARILY, in wary manner [adv] 

UNWARMED ADEMNRUW WARM, to make warm [adj] 

UNWARNED ADENNRUW WARN, to make aware of impending or possible danger [adj] 

UNWARPED ADENPRUW WARP, to turn or twist out of shape [adj] 

UNWASHED ADEHNSUW ignorant or underprivileged group [n -S] 

UNWASTED ADENSTUW WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [adj] 

UNWEANED ADEENNUW WEAN, to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment [adj] 

UNWEDDED DDDEENUW WED,  to marry (to enter into marriage) [adj] 

UNWEEDED DDEEENUW WEED, to remove weeds (undesirable plants) [adj] 

UNWEIGHT EGHINTUW to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWELDED DDEELNUW WELD, to join by applying heat [adj] 

UNWETTED DEENTTUW not wetted (to make wet (cover or saturate with liquid)) [adj]  

UNWIELDY DEILNUWY WIELDY, easily wielded [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNWIFELY EFILNUWY WIFELY, of or befitting wife [adj] 

UNWILLED DEILLNUW WILL, to decide upon [adj] 

UNWINDER DEINNRUW one that unwinds (to reverse winding of) [n -S] 

UNWISDOM DIMNOSUW lack of wisdom [n -S] 

UNWISELY EILNSUWY WISELY, in wise manner [adv] 

UNWISEST EINSSTUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UNWISHED DEHINSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UNWISHES EHINSSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UNWITTED DEINTTUW UNWIT, to make insane (mentally unsound) [v] 

UNWONTED DENNOTUW unusual (something that is usual (ordinary)) [adj] 

UNWOODED DDENOOUW WOOD, to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark of tree or shrub) [adj] 

UNWORKED DEKNORUW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose [adj] 

UNWORTHY HNORTUWY unworthy person [n -THIES] / WORTHY, having value or merit [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

X 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  

Y 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  
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UNYEANED ADEENNUY unborn (having particular qualities from birth) [adj] 

UNYOKING GIKNNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

Z 8s UN- (not, negative, lacking, opposite)  
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